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1. Executive Summary 

The world’s coral reefs face many threats, from global climate change causing warming and more 

acidic oceans to pollution and unsustainable fishing practices.[1] The US Government has 

demonstrated interest in the monitoring and reconstitution of coral reefs. While many have set out 

to observe various properties of reefs on Earth, there is no global, real-time operating picture 

available to prioritize dying reefs.[2] At best, public reef databases provide, with varying certainty, 

a snapshot of reef health at specific locations and specific points in time.[3][4] In short, the problem 

is that none of the existing coral reef databases alone capture enough data to make prioritization 

feasible with quantifiable certainty. 

Consistent with NASA’s statutory responsibility to “provide for the widest practicable and 

appropriate dissemination of information concerning its activities and the results thereof,” [5] the 

NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) Data Science Team (DST), under the Office of the Chief 

Information Officer (OCIO), is investigating the capacity of the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared 

Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) satellite to infer the vitality of coral reefs. The 

Geophysical Observations Toolkit for Evaluating Coral Health (GOTECH) project seeks to use 

machine learning models to infer reef vitality properties from CALIPSO satellite imagery. The 

key to GOTECH’s success is using advanced data fusion algorithms to merge data from public 

reef databases into a dataset appropriate for machine learning. 

The health of coral reefs is essential to many ecosystems. Unfortunately, reporting about bleaching 

and other vitality indicators typically rely on human sightings and manual data entry. This 

information is limited at best and inaccurate or erroneous at worst. Satellites such as GOES-R and 

NOAA-20 have demonstrated utility in inferring bleaching activity. While this data has proved 

useful, NASA seeks to further leverage its mission capability by bringing space-based LIDAR to 

bear on the problem. ICESat-2 is one mission that has begun to explore this capability. In 

GOTECH, we investigated CALIPSO as an alternative, uncharacteristic satellite for this 

exploration. The project is motivated by the notion that NASA can leverage unintended space 

instruments to address climate-related missions. 

Over a 14-week semester, two teams of three students from the Georgia Institute of Technology 

(Georgia Tech) collaborated to develop a combined database for coral reef vitality properties and 

then leverage this database for machine learning. Each student team incorporated public data 

sources and demonstrated prediction from (solely) CALIPSO imagery on at least two machine 

learning models. The data fusion process was repeatable and extendable to incorporate other data 

sources. NASA guided the students in this effort in partnership with subject matter experts from 

Coral Vita. This startup company uses revolutionary methods to reconstitute dying and damaged 

coral reefs through terrestrial-based farms. The machine learning experts from NASA and lead 

scientists from Coral Vita coordinated weekly meetings with students to shape research questions 

and guide the student teams to their final implementations. The project concluded with two Final 

Reports regarding the final datasets and a description of their utility in machine learning. This 

Final Report captures the background of the Fall 2021 GOTECH project, preparation for the 

student semester, summaries of key findings, and lessons learned. 
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2. Project Participants 

2.1. Represented Parties 

NASA Langley - NASA’s Langley Research Center (LaRC) has a long history of conducting 

Earth Science research, using a variety of satellites to image the land, oceans, and atmosphere. 

Data from satellite imagery, combined with data from open-source reef databases, has the potential 

to inform  coral reef vitality in known and unexplored areas.   

 

OCIO Data Science Team – Within Langley’s Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) 

is a Data Science team that provides Data Science consulting expertise to Principal Investigators 

(PI) and subject matter experts (SME) on their research projects. The Data Science team’s support 

of PI and SME customers, primarily at Langley initially, has recently expanded to include other 

centers as the agency transforms to a One NASA enterprise. In the case of the GOTECH project, 

the SME customer is an industry partner named Coral Vita.       

 

Coral Vita - Coral Vita was founded by ecological entrepreneurs to restore coral reefs by growing 

replacement coral in land-based farms. The Bahamas-based company uses advanced techniques to 

grow coral up to 50x faster, while boosting resiliency to warming and acidifying oceans. The 

hardier land-grown coral is outplanted to degraded reefs to bring them back to life. Coral Vita is 

one of five global winners of the first-ever Earthshot grand prize of £1 million, awarded in 2021 

by Prince William, Duke of Cambridge.  

 

Georgia Tech - The Georgia Institute of Technology is ranked in the Top Ten nationwide by US 

News & World Report for its Industrial Systems & Engineering (ISyE) graduate program (#1), its 

Statistics & Operational Research (#8), its Business, Quantitative Analysis (#6) and its college of 

Computer Science (#9). Georgia Tech’s Masters of Science in Analytics program blends the 

strengths of the three colleges -- ISyE, Business and Computing – to produce graduates with the 

interdisciplinary skills needed to obtain deep insights into analytics problems.    

The MS Analytics program includes a one-semester applied analytics Practicum as a graduation 

requirement. During the Practicum, small teams of students work on impactful graduate-level data 

science projects submitted by industry.[12] The Langley OCIO Data Science team has previously 

collaborated with Georgia Tech on its MS Analytics practicum and selected this program to 

execute the GOTECH project.   

 

National Institute of Aerospace - The National Institute of Aerospace (NIA) was created by 

NASA’s Langley Research Center in 2002 as a nonprofit research, graduate education, and 

outreach institute located in Hampton, VA. NIA collaborates with NASA, other government 

agencies and laboratories, universities, and industry to conduct leading-edge research and 

technology development in space exploration, aeronautics, and science. 
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2.2. Key Personnel 

 

Project Leadership: 

Dr. Newton Campbell   NASA Langley Research Center   NASA Project Lead 

Mr. Douglas Trent   NASA Langley Research Center   NASA Program Manager 

Dr. Katey Lesneski   Coral Vita   Director, Restoration Science 

 

Student Research Teams: 

GT Student Team 1 Tina Guo 

Josh Mattingly 

Dan Schauder 

GT Student Team 2 Kareem Naguib 

Quinn Stank 

Andrew Wang 

 

 

Special thanks to other contributors that made the project successful through lending expertise and 

coordination: 

NASA 

  

Patrick Geitner Langley Data Science Intern 

Ed McLarney NASA AI/ML Lead, Langley DS Lead 

Shan Zeng Langley Earth Sciences Research 

Coral Vita Joe Oliver Director of Restoration Operations 

Sam Teicher Chief Reef Officer 

Georgia Institute of 

Technology 

Ann Blasick Corporate Relations Manager 

Mariana Campili-Warren MS Analytics Instructional Lead 

Renata Haque Practicum Teaching Assistant 

Joel Sokol Director, MS Analytics Program 

National Institute of 

Aerospace 

Carly Bosco Director, Research Programs 

Shi Broadwell Deputy Program Mgr for Langley 

Douglas Stanley President & Executive Director 
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3. Background 

Coral reefs are one of the most important ecosystems on the planet. Healthy coral reef ecosystems 

are crucial to marine life as a means of maintaining marine biodiversity and to humans as a source 

of food, medical advances, and tourism revenue.[6] Healthy coral reefs also “protect shorelines 

from storm and wave damage and form barriers that provide safe passage for shipping.” [7] 

Although coral reefs only occupy 1% of the Earth’s surface, they are home to 25% of all marine 

species.[8] These incredible ecosystems are also a food source for hundreds of millions of people. 

Reefs power coastal economies worldwide through tourism, fishing, and recreation, and they 

shelter coastlines from storms and erosion. The total economic value of coral reefs’ direct and 

indirect use exceeds an estimated $375 billion annually.[9] 

Unfortunately, coral reef health is collapsing around the world. An extensive study published in 

2021 shows that Earth has lost half of its coral reefs since the 1950’s.[10]  Reefs are under 

tremendous stress from seawater acidification, global warming, and a range of human activity, 

including tourism, overfishing, pollution, and coastal development. As reefs die, these ecological 

wonders and their critical benefits to humans disappear.[11] 

Due to their high sensitivity to changes in the environment, coral reefs are leading indicators of 

adverse changes to our world. They are the “canary in the coal mine,” alerting us to future threats 

to the well-being of our planet. Therefore, large-scale continuous monitoring of coral reef health  

needs to be undertaken now. At present, coral health surveys (commonly conducted by a motorboat 

and towed-diver) are limited in the area they can cover, and the frequency of repetition. Much 

more scalable and automated methods of monitoring coral health are required.     

3.1. Earth Sciences Instrumentation   

For NASA, remote sensing from space began in 1960 with the launch of the Television Infrared 

Observation Satellite, TIROS-1. Since then, NASA alone has launched approximately 75 satellites 

with unique instruments to observe the Earth in various ways. The NASA/USGS Landsat fleet 

alone extends back to 50 years of Earth observation[13]. Over that time, computer-based digital 

data processing from remote sensing instruments led to the development of quantitative 

assessments and, subsequently, quantitative indices captured in public databases. In recent years, 

NASA and other organizations have consolidated these databases and the access to them through 

APIs that increase their utility to the public. For example, Earthdata [14] from NASA Goddard 

Space Flight Center (GSFC) provides APIs and coding recipes for the NASA Earth Observing 

System Data and Information System, which contains 30 years of NASA Earth Sciences 

measurements. Databases such as the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) [15] 

consolidate remote sensing data relevant to specific Earth Science fields of study. Databases such 

as these help NASA in its commitment to widespread dissemination of information concerning its 

activities. 
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3.2. CALIPSO Satellite   

The Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) satellite is a 

vital mission of the NASA Langley Atmospheric Science Data Center. CALIPSO was launched 

in 2006 to analyze the regulating effects of clouds and aerosols on Earth’s weather, climate, and 

air quality. CALIPSO employs active Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) instrument to analyze 

a three-dimensional slice of the atmosphere as it passes overhead (illustrated in Figure 1).[16]  

CALIPSO orbits with four other satellites known as the Afternoon or “A-Train” constellation. 

These satellites fly in close formation and cross the equator at ever-changing longitudes at the 

same time each day, about 1:30 pm local time. The satellites have complementary instrumentation 

and their close separation, measured in tens of seconds, allows examination of the same cloud 

areas at nearly the same moment.[17]  

Data products for CALIPSO are readily available through CALIPSO’s Data Availability Site. The 

availability of this data enables NASA to leverage machine learning algorithms for scientific 

discovery. For example, in 2019, the OCIO Data Science Team (DST) collaborated with Dr. Shan 

Zeng of the Langley Science Directorate to apply a deep learning CNN model to CALIPSO 

LIDAR. Together, the team demonstrated the capacity to use CALIPSO to classify aerosols at 

varying altitudes.[18] 

 

Figure 1 3D Slice of the atmosphere captured by CALIPSO 
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In a parallel research effort, scientists discovered that the CALIPSO data, initially designed for 

atmospheric study, contained backscatter that had penetrated the ocean an additional 20 meters 

below the surface. This data revealed a global phenomenon called the Diel Vertical Migration 

(DVM), where small sea creatures ascend from the ocean depths every night and consume 

phytoplankton near the surface before returning to the depths before sunrise. This daily event is 

recognized as the largest animal migration on our planet.[19]  

3.3. Coral Reef Use Case 

While remote sensing data from space has been robustly consolidated and made available, data 

specific to fields of terrestrial observations are not as consistent or readily available. One such field 

is the observation of coral reefs. Around the world, official surveyors, scuba divers, and boaters 

worldwide spot and record their observations of coral reefs and relay these observations to survey 

networks. Examples of survey networks include Australia’s Eye on the Reef program[20], Khaled 

bin Sultan Living Oceans Foundation[21], and the Southeast Florida Coral Reef Initiative[22]. 

These networks report their results to global networks such as ReefBase and the Coral Restoration 

Database. 

3.4. Exploratory Jam Session 

On July 24, 2020, the OCIO Data Science Team (DST) hosted a Jam Session, one of its custom 

hackathons, to assess the suitability of the above-named databases for machine learning studies. 

During a typical Jam Session, the DST invites data scientists and analysts from across the NASA 

community to address a specific problem using advanced technologies and libraries. At this Jam 

Session, the team focused on analyzing coral reef databases using advanced computing resources 

provided by the NASA Marshall and Agency Computing Services (MACS) Google Cloud 

Platform (GCP) environment. A key question was whether or not the open data provided on coral 

reefs was sufficient to compare against other measurements for machine learning. Participants 

mined and summarized results from the following datasets, while performing knowledge discovery 

and identifying dataset inconsistencies. Participants attempted to fuse the following datasets during 

this exercise: 

• ReefBase: A Global Information System for Coral Reefs - 

http://www.reefbase.org/main.aspx 

• Harvard WorldFish Dataverse - 

https://dataverse.harvard.edu/file.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/KUVQKY/PAM

LRZ 

• NASA GISS Global and Zonal Temperatures - https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/ 

• Australian Institute of Marine Science Coral Index - 

https://apps.aims.gov.au/metadata/view/7c6101f9-50a6-46fb-afe9-c16bd09334d0 

http://www.reefbase.org/main.aspx
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/file.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/KUVQKY/PAMLRZ
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/file.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/KUVQKY/PAMLRZ
https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/
https://apps.aims.gov.au/metadata/view/7c6101f9-50a6-46fb-afe9-c16bd09334d0
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Participants aligned and checked for inconsistencies across these datasets, producing results such 

as those shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

The July 24 Jam Session began with a virtual guest visit and introduction to the subject matter by 

Coral Vita, the world’s first commercial land-based coral farming company for reef restoration. 

Coral Vita is an Earthshot Prize-winning  for-profit organization focused on growing diverse and 

resilient corals on land up to 50x faster and planting them in degraded underwater reefs. Their reef 

experts provided a primer on coral reef sustainability and resilience at the Jam Session to help data 

scientists understand the domain prior to analysis. This Jam Session was submitted to NASA LaRC 

Key Activities index (KEY0066690). In addition, the Jupyter notebooks from this Jam Session 

were uploaded to NASA’s internal Enterprise GitHub archive at developer.nasa.gov.   

The session revealed significant problems with any attempts to gather reliable information from a 

single coral reef database. These datasets were produced mainly through human observation over 

widely varying time scales. For example, coral bleaching, a phenomenon caused by the breakdown 

of the symbiosis between corals and their symbiotic microalgae, is often identified and reported 

by scuba divers that observe a loss of pigments and symbionts. Many other reports come from one-

time observations during a scuba expedition or deliberate observation mission. During the Jam 

Session, participants noted that data indicating that a patch of coral was bleaching at a specific 

time in one location would often be marked as normal or of low-severity by another database at 

the same corresponding time. In addition, each database tracks both temporal and spatial scales 

differently. This makes it difficult for any one of these data sources to serve as ground truth for 

any form of machine learning-based inference.  

Two key insights were derived from this Jam Session. To provide a high-fidelity, real-time picture 

of the world’s coral reefs, (1) more effort needs to be put into the accurate, real-time collection of 

 

Figure 2 World Map of Coral Sightings color-coded by Bleaching Severity 
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global coral reef data and (2) existing datasets need to be fused and validated for accuracy through 

logical reasoning and subject-matter expertise.  

These insights were important for organizing the GOTECH project and defining its research path.  

  

 

Figure 3 Map of Coral Reef Sites color-coded by level of protection: Protected (Green), Tourist (Yellow), Unprotected (Red) 
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4. Project Organization 

4.1. Project Considerations 

The OCIO Data Science Team (DST) organized the GOTECH project with the following 

considerations and constraints in mind: 

• Minimal funding requirements, if any 

• No hardware or software dependencies on NASA 

• No security risks or exposures 

• No intellectual property issues 

• Student teams obliged to perform and freely share their work 

• No problematic employer/employee relationships 

• Total freedom of action for NASA to use the student work 

• A stimulating data science assignment for students that would reinforce their positive views 

of NASA   

 

4.2. NIA Collaboration Agreement 

To manage within the above constraints, the duties of the multiple parties were made explicit in a 

Collaborative Agreement (CA) executed by the National Institute of Aerospace (NIA). The CA 

required some consideration, and a small amount ($2.5K) was appropriated to facilitate a possible 

post-project visit by the student teams to the Langley Research Center. The agreement allowed 

NASA leads to effectively provide mentoring capability without being involved in the creation of 

work and data products, which would require significant NASA approvals for use and publication. 

The following were the key terms of the CA agreement: 

• NASA will not directly transmit any code or data to the students. (Students were given 

links to NASA data that has already been published) 

• No sensitive or classified information is used as part of this research. 

• As only data in the public domain will be used, Georgia Tech and its students are not 

required to sign any Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDA’s).   

• Student team members need to be US Citizens or US permanent residents.  

• NASA provides no NASA-owned software for the project.  

• NASA provides no computers or other hardware; Georgia Tech provides all compute 

resources. 

• At project completion, all student code, data, and reports are to be published to a public-

facing website that Georgia Tech maintains.  

• The school is responsible for obtaining Intellectual Property releases from the students to 

be able to publish the results open-source without restriction.  

These terms allowed the students to successfully complete the goals of the effort without 

significant constraints. 
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The NIA CA contains the following description of the project scope and expected outcomes:  

 

The research will include but not be limited to the below: 

1. Analyze NASA satellite LIDAR imagery and other published 

government data. 

2. Detect and monitor the health of the world’s Coral Reefs. 

3. Correlate results with published data sources. 

4. Establish a baseline for future coral reef monitoring. 

The principal purpose of this research is to develop a set of data fusion and 

machine learning tools for monitoring coral reef health and to increase 

understanding of the current coral reef health as a baseline for future coral 

reef monitoring. The project is expected to contribute to human awareness of 

climate change and its impact on earth biodiversity. It is important to share 

the results of the project as open source so they may be used immediately by 

the scientific community. 

The expected outcomes from the student team are a mid-term presentation 

and a final report summarizing findings. Any new code or data resulting 

from this research will be publicly released by Georgia Tech through 

publication in an open-source public facing website. 

 

4.3. Project Objectives 

The overall objective of the GOTECH project is to fuse open data sources regarding coral reefs to 

serve as ground truth for a machine learning model that predicts properties of the vitality of coral 

reefs, based solely on CALIPSO satellite imagery at the reef’s location. Students worked with 

NASA and Coral Vita to address challenges in the following four Technical Areas: 

• Technical Area 1: Cross-Validate the Open-Source Reef Databases 

o Questions: What data can be pulled from these systems to serve as ground truth 

from? 

o Challenge: For this technical area, students should identify at least four coral 

databases to combine into a single dataset. Students will provide scripts to 

download and synthesize data from each source into the single dataset. Below is an 

initial listing of sites. Students are welcome to identify additional databases to serve 

as ground truth. 

▪ ReefBase 

▪ Coral Restoration Database 

▪ NOAA’s CoRIS 

▪ Giovanni  

▪ NOAA CoastWatch 

http://www.reefbase.org/global_database/default.aspx
https://www.icriforum.org/restoration/coral-restoration-database/
https://coris.noaa.gov/
https://coris.noaa.gov/
https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/
https://coastwatch.noaa.gov/cw_html/cwViewer.html
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o Deliverable: Students will provide one common data source with combined data 

from each of the original sources for training and scripts that would allow 

downloading and fusion.  

 

• Technical Area 2: Time-Align and Geo-Align with Corresponding CALIPSO Data 

o Questions: What CALIPSO data do we need for training? What CALIPSO data do 

we need for inference? 

o Challenge: Develop API clients for the CALIPSO database to acquire necessary 

data for neural network training and inference.  

o Deliverables: Students will provide scripts for downloading the necessary data for 

training and inference, as well as all the specific training/inference data used in the 

report.  

 

• Technical Area 3: Correlate Imagery Backscatter with Coral Vitality 

o Question: What neural network architectures are appropriate for this kind of 

inference? Can we infer growth and decay of coral? 

o Challenge: Choose two neural network models for this challenge. Implement 

methods for neural network training using the combine dataset. Use neural network 

inference (based on CALIPSO imagery) to demonstrate that we can predict 

existence of coral in an observed region. Use inference to demonstrate that we can 

predict properties of vitality in an observed region. 

o Deliverables: Students will provide scripts for inference and training, a description 

of the data that was used for each, a description of how each model was trained, 

and a saved version of reported models. These descriptions can be provided in the 

Final Report. 

 

• Technical Area 4: Interpret Trends in a Known Global Region based on Backscatter Alone 

o Question: Can we infer where growth and decay are happening from CALIPSO 

backscatter data? How does inference work across two different models? 

o Challenge: Design and develop experiments to demonstrate the predictive accuracy 

of the developed models. Compare and contrast their performance. Characterize 

how changes to each model architecture impact performance. 

o Deliverables: Students will provide scripts for analysis (preferably in Jupyter 

notebooks), a description of the data that was used for analysis, a description of the 

response surface for each model, and future recommendations. These descriptions 

can be provided in the Final Report. 

Each student team was required to address the challenges of every technical area. 

 

 

 

https://www-calipso.larc.nasa.gov/resources/calipso_users_guide/order_data.php
https://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/pri/section3/pri336.htm
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4.4. Project Logistics and Operation 

The GOTECH project launched on August 25, 2021. Students, who were enrolled both in the 

online and on-campus GT Data Analytics Program, participated in the effort. GOTECH began 

with a project kickoff presentation. Leads from NASA, Coral Vita, and Georgia Tech described 

the size and scope of the problem, the technical details students would need to begin research, and 

the required project deliverables. 

Georgia Tech required explicit specification of the minimum data that students would need to 

complete the project by August 23, 2021 (the beginning of the semester). In addition, for semester 

requirements, Georgia Tech requested the deliverables and requirement in Figure 4. 

 

On-campus and Online students:  
• Midterm Report is due on October 6 at 11 PM PT (October 7 at 2 AM ET). 
• Final Report is due on December 1 at 11 PM PT, December 2 @ 2 AM ET. 
• Company/organization submits performance evaluation to GT by December 8 at 11 PM PT, 

December 9 at 2 AM ET. 
On-campus: Students present their final results/recommendations to the company/organization by 
December 8 at 11 PM PT, December 9 at 2 AM ET. 
  
Team formation: This should be finalized within the first two weeks after classes start (by Sept 6).  

Figure 4 Georgia Tech Project Requirements for Students 

These deliverables requirements were consistent with the requirements established by NASA 

leads, shown in Figure 5. The overlap between the specifications of Figure 4 and Figure 5 allowed 

students to submit deliverables that met both requirements without significant extra effort. NASA 

leads sent the students a very specific set of instructions for starting their research, in the form of 

a Project Launch Document. 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10JUO_5bf93Qx8jIjhSRXKnCe2BgKvGxd/view?usp=sharing
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Figure 5 NASA Project Requirements for Students 

 

  

Preferred Method of Communication: The team will use Slack as the preferred method of 

communication for team collaboration and coordination. Please get in touch with the points of 

contact for any access issues.  

Frequency of Meetings: The team will have weekly video calls to discuss status, findings, and 

project issues throughout the semester. At the project launch meeting, the team will determine 

a regular day/time for these meetings. 

Software Configuration Management: The Fall 2021 team will use a Git repository to 

upload all software for the project. The student team will be free to configure software 

however they choose. However, the data fusion algorithms, machine learning models, and 

data must be accessible to NASA and Coral Vita at the scheduled deliverable due dates.  

Document Management and Software Submission: All student deliverables should be 

deposited to one repository for NASA and Coral Vita personnel to download. Students will 

provide a link to a Georgia Tech endpoint for NASA and Coral Vita to download their work. 

Students should consult with Georgia Tech to gain access to this endpoint.  

Fall 2021 Semester Schedule 

Due Date Deliverable 

Aug 25, 2021 Attend Practicum Project Launch 

Sep 15, 2021, 

11:59 PM 

Abstract of Semester-Long Approach for the development of data fusion 

algorithms and machine learning models, as well as selection of data 

sources 

October 13, 

2021 

First demonstration of data fusion algorithms and combined data source; 

first implementation of training/inference pipeline  

Nov 24, 2021 Final Demonstration of data fusion algorithms, combined data source, and 

machine learning performance 

Nov 29, 2021, 

11:59 PM 

Final Project Write-Up Due 
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5. Key Outcomes 

Most of NASA’s interaction with the Georgia Tech teams was through weekly status meetings. 

Every week, an individual student would present a deep-dive research presentation to the group. 

These meetings served as an opportunity for NASA and Coral Vita team members to provide 

regular feedback that would benefit both teams. It was also a method for the students to regularly 

convey critical findings to the group and provide visuals for stakeholders to relay back to subject-

matter experts in each group. This section discusses those findings. Detailed results are in 

Appendices A and B. 

5.1. Student Team Technical Approaches 

Each student team was tasked at the outset to define a technical approach for addressing the 

challenges of the four Technical Areas (Section 5.3). The task forced teams to scope their work 

and focus on a narrow set of technical problems throughout the project. A summary of each team’s 

initial approach is offered here to describe some of their initial assumptions. 

Team 1 developed a structured approach to downloading data from each coral reef data source, 

aligning it to discrete points in time, binning Earth latitude/longitude points (into polygons), and 

labeling areas based on the existence of coral and bleaching. The team analyzed data from four 

different sources: 

Dataset Utility in Study 

CALIPSO Spatial/Temporal LIDAR observations used for training data 

and sole dataset for inference 

NASA Earth Observations 

Chlorophyll Concentration 

Map 

8-day aggregations of chlorophyll concentration in the ocean, 

with a granularity of ~.69 square miles. 

Allen Coral Atlas Coral/Algae recorded polygons aggregated to centroids by the 

student team. Potentially coincides with ~2.4 million CALIPSO 

records 

Australian Institute of 

Marine Science 

High-accuracy coral observations concentrated on the Great 

Barrier Reef using Manta Tow observations 

Table 1 GOTECH Team 1 Data Sources 

Coral Vita and the students identified a high correlation between chlorophyll concentration and 

coral/algae sightings. NASA Earth Observations Chlorophyll Concentration maps were identified 

as a critical data source. Students wrote a bot to scrape this data and use it to confirm, with higher 

confidence, coral sightings in the Allen Coral Atlas. In addition, Team 1 vetted the UNEP Global 

Distribution of Coral Reefs, NOAA Coral Reef Watch, NOAA Ocean Acidification datasets, and 

ReefBase These were removed from the team’s final results, not because they were not useful to 

the concept of operations, but because they did not fit the timeline and scope of the Team’s 

approach. 

Team 1 later considered using spatial databases for storing data, based on recommendations from 

the NASA mentors. Spatial databases are ideal for data fusion with this kind of data. As the team 

quickly saw, making sense of these data and fusing them required an initial filter and references to 
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location. Spatial queries can simplify some of the efforts in building these filters and relations 

[23][24][25].  

For machine learning, Team 1 proposed using K-Means clustering to manually investigate geo-

aligned features across multiple datasets to determine response variables for given geographical 

areas. Then, they used the resulting clustering to select specific features for machine learning. 

These responses helped define the training data labels for a feed-forward artificial neural network 

(ANN) and convolutional neural network (CNN) that make predictions based on CALIPSO 

backscatter data. Finally, Team 1 researched methods for verifying their results throughout the 

semester and thought about ethical risks such as incidentally pinpointing objects outside of the 

realm of marine biology and ways of conveying confidence in the prediction.  

Team 2’s approach gave significant consideration to the temporal aspects of this problem. They 

viewed the data fusion problem inherent to Technical Areas 1 and 2 as putting together a timeline. 

In order to create classifiers that could infer the existence of coral, Team 2 proposed the fusion of 

the following data sources: 

Dataset Utility in Study 

CALIPSO Spatial/Temporal LIDAR observations used for training data 

and sole dataset for inference 

UNEP World Conservation 

Monitoring Center (WCMC) 

Worldwide coral observations specified using geojson 

polygons 

Allen Coral Atlas Coral/Algae recorded polygons aggregated to centroids by 

the student team. Potentially coincides with ~2.4 million 

CALIPSO records 

ReefBase Coral location and bleaching data from over 120 countries 

and territories 

Table 2 GOTECH Team 2 Data Sources for Coral Observations 

In addition, Team 2 vetted a separate set of data sources to understand issues of coral vitality: 

Dataset Utility in Study 

CALIPSO Spatial/Temporal LIDAR observations used for training data 

and sole dataset for inference 

Florida Bleach Watch Report Comprehensive surveys on coral health provided by 

volunteer field observations 

NOAA Coastwatch Coral Reef 

Watch Bleaching Report 

Satellite coral bleaching heat stress monitoring with 5 km 

coverage areas 

NASA Giovanni Contains properties for inference such as chlorophyll, 

organic/inorganic particulates, and PAR over 5 km coverage 

areas 

Table 3  GOTECH Team 2 Data Sources for Coral Vitality 

Team 2 scoped the area of experimentation for their study to the Bahamas and Florida. The 

students proposed two models for correlating data: UNETs [26] and Deep Neural Networks using 
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linear SVMs[27]. They proposed to evaluate the ability of both models to make predictions about 

the growth or decay of coral in CALIPSO polygons over time. 

5.2. Key Findings and Research Issues 

As students met weekly with the program leads, they reported the issues they encountered and how 

they addressed each technical challenge. Mitigation of these issues came by having subject-matter 

experts in marine biology, satellite data processing, and data science answer their questions and 

give tutorials as needed.  

An early task for the students was to understand enough about the marine biology domain to gather 

requirements for establishing a coral health dataset. To help students move up the learning curve, 

Dr. Katey  Lesneski of Coral Vita began the semester by giving students a full hour-long tutorial 

on coral reefs and vitality issues. This set the stage for students to identify critical parts of the data 

significant to experimentation.  

A common problem with understanding these requirements was the unstandardized nature of the 

datasets themselves. The table below describes the key issues that were ascribed to each dataset. 

More details regarding these issues can be found in the final reports given in Appendix A and 

Appendix B. 

Dataset Issues that Compromise Study 

Allen Coral Atlas • The presence of coral and the presence of algae are highly 

correlated; this made it challenging to separate 

observations 

Australian Institute of 

Marine Science 
• Very small number of highly accurate observations, due to 

the data collection method and size/shape of the Great 

Barrier reef 

CALIPSO • Sometimes challenging to query specific areas; requires 

large data pulls 

• Temporal gaps due to flyovers from the satellite make it 

challenging to align with other datasets 

• Spatial gaps due to satellite trajectory miss a significant 

number of potential data alignments 

Florida Bleach Watch • Smaller number of observations based on data collection 

methods 

• Sometimes unreliable observations based on data 

collection methods 

NASA Earth Observations 

Chlorophyll Concentration 

Map  

• Significant temporal and spatial misalignment with 

CALIPSO 

NASA Giovanni • 4km resolution was insufficient for model prediction 

confidence 

• Data acquisition scales exponentially 
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NOAA CoastWatch (DHW)  • Bleaching reports are from modeling, not real-world 

observations 

• Reported bleaching is based on more extensive 

environmental conditions and not necessarily those that 

impact coral 

ReefBase • Significant gaps in temporal, spatial, and characteristic 

data features 

UNEP World Conservation 

Monitoring Centre (WCMC) 
• 85% of database observations are older (1999-2002) 

• ~43% of the database is unvalidated 

 

Ingesting and fusing each data source proved challenging for each student team. In addition, 

storage and computation of their data also provided challenges. The nature of the data required the 

capture, storage, and joining of millions of data points at a time. The teams used Georgia Tech’s 

PACE-ICE environment for their development work, with a storage quota of 500GB. The use of 

an HPC platform was critical to each team’s successful exploration of fusion and modeling 

techniques. 

Team 1 leveraged a PostGIS database to conserve disk space and optimize query time. Of the 582 

CALIPSO backscatter signal features, Team 1 included bins 382-582 for data fusion and model 

prediction. Team 2 used PostgreSQL and included features 282-582. The teams suggested 

improving model accuracy in the future by using a more robust feature selection. This can be done 

by removing features with negative importance and algorithmic transformations such as PCA. 

In the end, both teams’ model prediction results were compelling. Team 1 made predictions for 

Florida’s coral reefs with 80.1% accuracy and the Australian Great Barrier Reef with 74% 

accuracy. Team 2 made predictions for Florida’s coral reefs with an accuracy of 77.67%. The lack 

of separability between coral and algae and temporal and spatial sparsity among the datasets were 

key barriers that might be overcome by introducing additional datasets. The students’ models were 

foundational yet elementary, suggesting that further work in feature selection, tuning, and fusion 

of additional data sources (including additional satellites) will be necessary to provide actionable 

results for coral reef restoration groups.  
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6. Conclusions 

The Geophysical Observations Toolkit for Evaluating Coral Health (GOTECH) project is one of 

many case studies demonstrating the value of combining NASA satellite instruments with data 

fusion and machine learning. In this case study, two teams of students from the Georgia Institute 

of Technology (Georgia Tech) demonstrated the ability to fuse disparate coral reef datasets into 

confident training data for machine learning models. They then aligned this fused dataset with 

observations from the NASA CALIPSO satellite to train machine learning models that predict the 

existence and vitality of coral reefs on satellite pass. Their results were captured in the Final 

Reports, included as Appendices A and B.  

Experimentation showed that the models could predict coral and vitality with an academically 

reasonable confidence level. Should more advanced machine learning models and data fusion 

techniques be used, GOTECH would allow coral reef restorers to save a massive amount of time 

and resources that are currently spent on identifying reefs that need to be restored. By continuously 

orbiting Earth, NASA assets have the unique capability of answering questions beyond the scope 

of their original mission. As new climate-related issues arise on Earth, machine learning and data 

fusion permit NASA space assets to have an indefinite use case. 

The two student teams proved that data fusion across these kinds of data sets was possible. They  

developed novel approaches for scraping and geo-alignment of coral reef data, and explored new 

analysis and machine learning techniques. With many possible algorithms to be applied, expanding 

this project to be executed among different schools would allow for a thorough exploration of tools 

that could be used for this mission. Expanding the project would also reveal shortcomings and 

incorrect assumptions that are currently made about bleaching predictions. Today’s university 

student teams are highly motivated due to the nature of the project. As catastrophic events due to 

climate change become more prevalent, young students have become extremely passionate about 

using their skills to address climate-related issues. For that reason, GOTECH and similar projects 

will have no shortage of students that would select such projects if made available to them through 

Practicums similar to Georgia Tech’s.  

Within NASA, GOTECH demonstrates the need for data scientists to have a more significant 

footprint across the Administration. NASA space assets have use cases well beyond their initial 

intended missions. Experienced data scientists saw the potential for fusing coral reef data sources 

to achieve the GOTECH concept, based on their understanding of open-source data and modern 

machine learning algorithms. All around NASA, projects that yield global continuous monitoring 

data have potential use cases that data scientists with experience can see. NASA would benefit 

from an enterprise-level entity specializing in providing data science expertise to identify, propose, 

implement, and lead projects based on these use cases. As NASA proceeds further into the 21st 

century, such an entity is required to achieve another facet of its statutory responsibility1.  

The GOTECH project required establishing a format and instruction sets for graduate students to 

follow, such that they would produce high-quality research. NASA personnel have documented 

this format and preserved the instruction sets such that similar projects can easily be hosted at other 

schools. At the time of this writing, the leads from the NASA LaRC OCIO Data Science Team 

intend to leverage the format and instruction sets to repeat the exercise with two University 

programs. The instructions will continue to be improved and versioned to adapt to various 

 
1 To “seek and encourage, to the maximum extent possible, the fullest commercial use of space” (51 U.S.C. § 20112) 

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2012-title51/html/USCODE-2012-title51-subtitleII.htm
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University programs. The key benefit is that this structure permits crowd-sourcing of ideas for 

fusing and leveraging NASA assets for Earth missions by deeply passionatestudents that have a 

cutting-edge understanding of the latest data science techniques. 

Finally, during the Fall 2021 effort, student teams were provided with dedicated experts in data 

science and coral reefs who discussed project status and results with them every week. The students 

could have benefitted from a dedicated expert from the CALIPSO satellite team. While the 

CALIPSO data is well-structured, having experts for the satellite instrument would allow students 

to pose direct questions that could have benefitted their research easily. In addition, CALIPSO 

experts have enough familiarity with instrument data to identify insights that the teams may have 

missed. While the GOTECH leads consulted with some of CALIPSO’s researchers to address 

technical issues, future efforts will ensure that a satellite instrument expert is part of the routine 

project activities.  
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Appendix A – Team 1 Final Report and Presentation 

 

Project GOTECH:  
Predicting Coral Presence Using Satellite-Based LiDAR 

Josh Mattingly, Tina Guo, Dan Schauder  

jmattingly31@gatech.edu, yguo96@gatech.edu, dschauder3@gatech.edu   

Abstract— While approximately 30% of the world’s marine species depend on 

coral reefs, “all the coral reefs in the world could be gone by 2070 if global heating 

continues on its current path” (Morrison et al, 2019). Despite the urgent and 

dramatic threat to our planet’s coral ecosystems, existing monitoring methods for 

evaluating coral presence are fragmented and limited in scope (Foo & Asner, 

2019). This paper describes the Geophysical Observations Toolkit for Evaluating 

Coral Health (GOTECH) project, in which graduate students at the Georgia 

Institute of Technology combined open-source coral data with satellite-borne 

LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) data to build machine learning models 

capable of detecting coral presence, offering a novel avenue for scalable and 

sustainable coral tracking.  

1 INTRODUCTION  

The GOTECH project employed a nearest-neighbor algorithm to merge disparate open-source 

coral datasets and establish a set of canonical binary labels denoting whether coral is present in a 

given coastal region. This baseline dataset was then merged with backscatter data from a satellite-

borne LiDAR sensor aboard NASA’s Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite 

Observation (CALIPSO) satellite. Lastly, a set of machine learning classification models were 

trained to predict coral presence in two regions where coral populations have been studied closely 

(Florida and the Great Barrier Reef).  

2 BACKGROUND  

Foo & Asner asserted in 2019 that remote sensing technology such as LiDAR offers a promising 

complementary avenue for monitoring coral populations on a global scale. Bathymetric LiDAR 

has been successfully used to map shallow warm water coral, utilizing camera-equipped drones 

to establish ground truth (Collin et al, 2018). The findings of Collin et al, though, are limited by 

their access to an airplane equipped with the proper sensors which can scan any given area. 

Considering the urgency of action related to coral bleaching, the ability to regularly monitor areas 

with an orbital satellite could provide an opportunity to deliver results more quickly, reliably, and 

consistently as compared to sea or airbased solutions.  

Satellite-based LiDAR methodologies have been explored (Parrish et al, 2019) using the ATLAS 

ICESat-2 sensor. While designed specifically for monitoring ice, as its name implies, its 

bathymetric uses proved promising. Because their model, as with Collin et al, requires drone-

based ground truth, Parrish et al state further research should be performed on sites outside of their 

study. Leveraging the Allen Coral Atlas (see Section 3.2) as our ground truth, we were able to 

train, test and validate against a variety of coral regions.  
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Readings from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) sensor aboard 

CALIPSO have been used specifically to monitor trends in marine species. Behrenfeld et al 

described a method for inferring surface phytoplankton concentrations from CALIOP backscatter 

data (Behrenfeld et al, 2016) and later expanded upon this method to track the biomass of marine 

life engaging in a migratory cycle known as DVM (Diel Vertical Migration) in which animals 

ascend to the ocean surface to feed on plankton at night and recede to the ocean depths during the 

day to avoid predators (Behrenfeld et al, 2019). Our project further extended Behrenfeld et al’s 

methods to explore the hypothesis that CALIOP’s remote detections of particulate backscatter 

density at the ocean surface are correlated with coastal coral presence.   

Coral reef presence and health can be impacted by a variety of anthropogenic factors and natural 

disturbances. Contaminants, such as chlorophyll, cause declines in hard corals and phototrophic 

octocorals. In a study done to measure the relationship between four biotic groups and water 

quality, -45% variation between each group was identified with 18 – 46% of the variation due to 

water quality effects (De’ath & Fabricius, 2010). Thus, chlorophyll metrics were used to help 

better determine the presence of coral in various geographic locations and assess the effectiveness 

of LiDAR-based methods.  

3 DATA SOURCES  

3.1 CALIPSO LiDAR Backscatter  

The primary data source for this project, the CALIPSO satellite, orbits the Earth in a sun-

synchronous orbit, with the track repeating every 16 days (see Figure 1). Given a specified 

latitude-longitude boundary, LIDAR readings along the orbit path were downloaded, processed, 

and stored in a POSTGIS database. Along with the backscatter values, the date and time of the 

reading, position of the satellite, and the land/water mask categorization were also loaded into the 

database.  

  
Figure 1 – The 16-day orbital pattern of the CALIPSO satellite.  

3.2 Allen Coral Atlas  

Benthic classifications were taken from the Allen Coral Atlas website for the Florida region. The 

benthic data was then aggregated to a Boolean response variable, with 1 for Coral/Algae and 0 for 

anything else.  

While prediction accuracy proved promising, the inability to segregate coral from algae and the 

lack of a time-series component challenges the viability of the Allen Coral Atlas dataset as a short-
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window monitoring solution for marine biologists to quickly identify and respond to changes in 

coral reef health.  

  
Figure 2 – Research locations (Left to Right): Grand Bahama, Florida, and the Great Barrier 

Reef as taken from the Allen Coral Atlas. Areas classified as “Coral/Algae” are marked in red.  

To conserve storage space and processing time, the latitude and longitude bounding boxes 

established via the Allen Coral Atlas were used to limit CALIPSO queries to only regions selected 

for further research.  

3.3 NASA Earth Observatory Chlorophyll  

Chlorophyll data from NASA Earth Observations (NEO) is provided to 0.01 degrees of longitude 

and latitude and can be accessed at either monthly or eightday aggregates. A bot was created to 

automatically download the eight-day files for years 2016 through 2020.  

  
Figure 3 – Eight-day aggregate of chlorophyll data.  

3.4 Australian Institute of Marine Science (AIM) Survey  

The Australian Institute of Marine Science provides access to raw Manta Tow  

Survey data conducted at locations across the Great Barrier Reef. For the purposes of our 

experiment, the data collected, which includes a count of coral in various states of health, as well 

as the presence of other marine life including coral predators, was truncated to only include the 

presence of live coral. A threshold was chosen to create a Boolean response variable which would 

then be used within our predictive framework.  
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While the AIM survey data solves the stated concerns of the Allen Coral Atlas set (survey data is 

provided as a time-series and separates out coral from marine life,) sparseness (~300 points of 

survey data over the course of six years) severely reduces prediction accuracy.  

4 METHODS  

4.1 Spatial-Only Fusion  

Because the Coral/Algae classification taken from the Allen Coral Atlas dataset lacked a time-

series component, the response variable was only matched on latitude and longitude using a 

nearest-neighbors (NN) approach. To account for CALIPSO’s orbit path, as well as the surface 

area covered by each signal response, a backscatter pattern was only considered a match to a 

coral/algae record if it was within 5-kilometers (~0.5 degrees).  

As each NEO chlorophyll dataset contained readings for the entire planet, a straightforward match 

of the nearest point via Euclidean distance was possible.  

4.2 Spatial and Temporal Fusion  

In contrast to the Allen Coral Atlas dataset, the AIMS manta tow survey results provided the date 

surveys were conducted along with the latitude and longitude coordinates.  

As well as the nearest-neighbor approach used in the spatial-only fusion process, a CALIPSO 

reading was only considered a valid match if the satellite reading was recorded within 14 days 

before or after the tow survey. This timeframe was decided upon after consultation with a subject 

matter expert at Coral Vita.  

4.3 Data Loading Process  

To conserve disk space and optimize query time, each CALIPSO and NEO fusion process was 

performed on a per-file basis, with only those feature records with a corresponding match in the 

response datasets being loaded into the POSTGIS database.  

4.4 Predictive Models  

To expedite the testing of fused datasets, a model competition framework was created. Using a 

fused dataset, pared down to a series of features and a response variable, a model competition 

object would be created. Once created, a series of classification algorithms (Random Forest, 

XGBoost Classification, ANN, and SVC) would be trained, and predictions stored based on a test 

set.   

To prevent oversampling of a specific category (coral/algae or no coral/algae), a subsample was 

created from the initializing dataset. This subset was then used to construct the training and test 

datasets, with a default 70/30 split.   

Establishing the structure of the model inputs, as well as the object-oriented structure of the 

framework, allowed for additional models to be added as our research progressed, and gave us the 

ability to quickly expand our project scope to include the AIMS manta tow survey data.  
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5 RESULTS  

5.1 Florida  

5.1.1 Baseline (NEO features only)  

Our original machine learning experiments, which included spatial and temporal alignment of the 

five lowest altitude CALIPSO backscatter signals with NEO chlorophyll datasets (with a 

coral/algae response variable) returned results close to 85%. Upon further investigation, it was 

discovered that the high correlation between the presence of coral and/or algae and elevated levels 

of chlorophyll were skewing our prediction results. When taking the feature sets separately, NEO-

only accuracy increased to over 88%, while CALIPSO-only accuracy was no better than chance.   

For the remainder of our research, we established the NEO-only model as our baseline for 

comparison.  

5.1.2 CALIPSO (200 backscatter features + Land/Water Mask)  

In addition to excluding the CALIPSO data from the baseline model, we also expanded the number 

of backscatter readings to 200, also adding in the Land/Water Mask feature. The original selection 

of the lowest five features was due to storage and compute limitations at the start of the research 

process coupled with assumptions on the way the backscatter data was aggregated. While the 

expanded CALIPSO data was not included in the initial chlorophyll model, the high correlation 

of the NEO dataset made us comfortable maintaining chlorophyll-only as the overall baseline.  

5.1.3 Model Accuracy Scores  

Running each fused dataset through the model competition framework showed different model 

performing better for each fusion method, with the Random Forest classifier returning an accuracy 

score 16 percentage points higher than the competing models, while the Artificial Neural Network 

saw the best performance in the competition when using the main research dataset. While 

XGBoost “won” the Great Barrier Reef competition with 74% accuracy, the combination of low 

overall accuracy and the sparsity of the AIMS data when compared to the other competitions 

makes it difficult to determine whether this fusion methodology would be beneficial for coral-

only or manta tow survey-based data.  

Model  Baseline  Florida 

Dataset  

Great Barrier 

Reef  

Random Forest  90.7%  79.2%  73.6%  

XGBoost 

Classifier  
74.7%  78.9%  74.0%  

SVC  71.6%  74.8%  71.7%  

ANN  72.3%  80.1%  68.9%  

Table 1 – Model competition accuracy scores. Bold scores were the strongest predictors for a given  

dataset.   
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5.1.3 Random Forest Feature Importance Results  

A view of feature importance output from the Random Forest classifier showed the Land/Water 

Mask feature to be by far the most important predictor of the presence of coral/algae, with the 

next most important feature (backscatter bin 563) providing a 6% increase in overall model 

accuracy.  

 

Figure 4 – Top: Feature importance for all 201 CALIPSO features (Land/Water Mask + 200 

backscatter features)  

Bottom: Close-up of view showing top five features (Land/Water and signals 560, 562, 563 

and 564)  

6 FUTURE WORK  

The machine learning and artificial intelligence models used for this experiment were kept at their 

default settings. Modifying the competition framework to include model optimization, such as 

grid search, finding the optimal spatial/temporal distance (outside of 5-kilometers and 14 days,) 

and a more accurate representation of the 5-kilometer x 500-meter CALIPSO coverage area all 

hold the potential to increase overall model accuracy. In each case, a balance will need to be struck 

between overall accuracy and computational resources.  

The original challenge set out for the GOTECH teams was to use satellite-based LiDAR, 

specifically CALIPSO, to make predictions on coral reef health. Further research into additional 

data sources, both open and proprietary, would be the most reasonable next step to strengthening 

classification accuracy.   
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Because it was brought into the project scope later in the process, the chlorophyll  

(NEO) fusion experiment was not conducted on the AIMS manta tow survey. Further analysis of 

these datasets, which contain both spatial and time-series components, holds potential for further 

discovery.  

While the AIMS data was a smaller sample size, the data recorded by the survey team includes 

details on coral health (live, dead, bleached, etc) as well as marine life, including the presence of 

coral predators. A regression-based testing framework, as opposed to the Boolean approach used 

for this experiment, could provide a more useful long-term monitoring solution. Also, because 

reef surveys and CALIPSO flyovers were independent of each other, the odds of matching the 

two datasets were no better than chance. Coordinating reef surveys with LiDAR scans, satellite-

based or otherwise, would allow for the building of a more accurate picture of backscatter in 

relation to coral reefs.  

Finally, conducting the experiment using other forms of LiDAR, such as airplane, ship, or drone-

mounted sensors, as well as disaggregated readings, offers the potential for more accurate reef 

classification.  
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8 APPENDIX: ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS  

Ethical considerations for this project were evaluated according to the guidelines set forth in 

NASA’s Framework for the Ethical Use of Artificial Intelligence (2021). The framework 

consists of six key principles.  

8.1 Fair  

“AI systems must include considerations regarding how to treat people, including 

refining solutions to mitigate discrimination and bias, preventing covert 

manipulation, and supporting diversity and inclusion” (McLarney et al., 2021).  

The team actively searched for bias in our data which might negatively influence outcomes or 

disproportionately impact minority populations. Due to time and resource constraints, the project 

was limited to certain geographic regions. However, the methodology described in this project 

may be readily applied to study additional geographic regions and serve as a fruitful avenue for 

future exploration.  

8.2 Explainable and Transparent  

“Solutions must clearly state if, when, and how an AI system is involved, and AI 

logic and decisions must be explainable. AI solutions must protect intellectual 

property and include risk management in their construction and use. AI systems 

must be documented” (McLarney et al., 2021).  

The machine learning techniques explored in this project aim to advance human understanding, 

and the project does not involve automated decision making. All data sources employed are 

open-source and publicly available, and the team has formally documented its work in this 

paper, presentations, and in a publicly accessible code repository.   

8.3 Accountable  
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“Organizations and individuals must be accountable for the systems they create, and 

organizations must implement AI governance structures to provide oversight. AI 

developers should consider potential misuse or misinterpretation of AI-derived 

results (intentional or otherwise) and take steps to mitigate negative impact” 

(McLarney et al., 2021).  

The development of this project was overseen by Dr. Newton Campbell at NASA and Dr. 

Katey Lesneski at Coral Vita. In weekly status meetings, the research team presented our 

progress and findings. To mitigate the potential for misuse or misinterpretation of our 

results, our findings and code were published on GitHub along with documentation of our 

processes.  

8.4 Secure and Safe  

“AI systems must respect privacy and do no harm. Humans must monitor and guide 

machine learning processes. AI system risk tradeoffs must be considered when 

determining benefit of use” (McLarney et al., 2021).  

No personal or sensitive data was gathered or used in the process of this undertaking. All 

automation was under the direct supervision of human authors, and no automated decision-

making was included in this work.  

8.5 Human-centric and Societally Beneficial  

“AI systems must obey human legal systems and must provide benefits to society. 

At the current state of AI, humans must remain in charge, though future 

advancements may cause reconsideration of this requirement” (McLarney et al., 

2021).  

The algorithms described in this work due not violate laws, and the primary motivation of this 

effort is to preserve and protect the environment humans currently depend on for survival.   

8.6 Scientifically and Technically Robust  

“AI systems must adhere to the scientific method NASA applies to all problems, be 

informed by scientific theory and data, robustly tested in implementation, well-

documented, and peer reviewed in the scientific community” (McLarney et al., 

2021).  

The team conducted critical assessments of the data sources used in this work, and aspired to 

transparency in describing the provenance and quality of the data. Additionally, methodology 

and results were regularly reviewed by fellow students as well as SMEs at NASA and Coral 

Vita.  
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Appendix B – Team 2 Final Report and Presentation 

 

  

Introduction    
As the average world temperature increases, scientists have become increasingly interested in the 

interaction between humanity and the corresponding changes in the natural world. Specifically, 

the world’s oceans are projected to play a major role in maintaining biodiversity, regulating the 

climate, and sustaining a healthy global economy that contributes to food security worldwide 

(Gattuso et al., 2018). In order to monitor the health of these key aquatic ecosystems, the NASA 

Data Science Team (DST) is investigating the capacity of the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared 

Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) satellite to infer the vitality of coral reefs around the 

world. Under DST, the Geophysical Observations Toolkit for Evaluating Coral Health (GOTECH) 

project seeks to use machine learning models to interpret, from CALIPSO imagery, vitality 

properties upon satellite pass.    

  

The GOTECH team identified four technical areas that must be solved to provide a tool that meets 

the requirements. The first task is to combine multiple open-source satellite databases into a truth-

source data set. Next, this data set will be time-aligned and geo-aligned with existing CALIPSO 

data. The third step is to then correlate imagery from the truth source dataset to describe the coral 

reef health in the CALIPSO dataset. Finally, statistical techniques will be applied to attain the 

accuracy of these coral reef predictions which will also define the success of the GOTECH team.    

  

Background   

The industry standard for this type of overhead classification analysis is spectral analysis 

of IR data (Joyce & Phinn, 2013). Spectral analysis is used often to not only identify live coral, but 

also the relative health of the coral and the abundance of what type of coral is present. This is done 

through the examination of the spectral reflection of infrared radiation (IR) collected from 

overhead satellites. Different bands of radiation will be present based on the proportion of living 

coral and the species of coral that are present. By applying deep learning principles, researchers 

have been able to train models to identify the health of coral reefs using this spectral data (Collin 

& Planes, 2012).    

  

In the past, many researchers believed that extracting information on bleached corals using satellite 

imagery was infeasible or extremely difficult due to its similar spectroscopy to sand (Elvidge et 

al., 2004). However, Xu et al. (2015) was able to build successful models utilizing data from the 

MultiSpectral Instrument (MSI) of the Sentinel 2 satellite maintained by the European Space 

Agency. Through extensive research that relied heavily on the work done by Xu et al. (2015), the 

GOTECH team determined that the optimal data to train the neural models will be IR band data 

centered on the 532 nm wavelength with spatial resolution of 30-60 meters.  
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While focusing on IR data, Xu et al. (2015) identified the IR band centered on 492.4 nm as best 

for identifying both the location of the coral and its health there. Unfortunately, CALIPSO 

CALIOP does not have the same capabilities as the Sentinel 2 MSI, and the GOTECH team will 

use data centered on the 532 nm wavelength since it is the closest data available. In addition to  

CALIPSO data the GOTECH team found data from Allen Coral Atlas, Florida Bleach Watch,  

NOAA CoastWatch Degree Heating Week (DHW), NASA Giovanni, World Conservation  

Monitoring Centre (WCMC), Reefbase, and NASA CALIPSO which were suitable to combine 

into a feasible dataset. Lastly, the team chose the oceanic area around the state of Florida as a 

focused use-case in order to prove our methodology and models without being inundated by excess 

data. An example of the CALIPSO data is below in Figure 1 (Winker, 2021). The goal in finding 

data was to build a dataset which would match known coral locations with the reflectance data at 

different altitudes displayed in the image.  

  

   
Figure 1: Example of CALIPSO CALIOP Perpendicular Attenuated Backscatter 532 nm Image   

  

Analysis Approach    

CALIPSO Data    

Based off our research, we decided to use IR band data centered on the 532 nm wavelength with 

spatial resolution of 30-60 m from CALIPSO. We then subsetted the data based on location, time, 

and altitude. For each CALIPSO observation, there is a specific point defined by a latitude and 

longitude with measurements at different altitudes. To build the training data, we used 300 different 

reflectance measurements based off altitude and depth. When combined with the ground truth data, 

each CALIPSO measurement location had 300 reflectance measurements, a latitude and longitude 

marker, a class label as “Coral” or “Other”, and then the associated vitality data discussed below.  

  

Ground Truth Data   

The ground truth data is based on known coral locations in addition to reported growth and decay 

events. The datasets from Allen Coral Atlas, Florida Bleach Watch, NOAA CoastWatch DHW, 

WCMC, and Reefbase contain location, timeframe, and vitality information for coral restoration 

and bleaching. To start, we used the CALIPSO data points to filter all the other datasets by location 

and timing. By doing this, we were able to take a CALIPSO measurement at a specific time and 
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location and then match it to observations from all the other datasets at a similar time and location. 

What this ultimately allowed was for us to assign a class label to each measurement which could 

be used in modelling.  

  

Next the team focused on matching the labeled CALIPSO data to coral vitality data. Often, coral 

reef restoration practitioners consider numerous environmental and physical parameters that have 

varying temporal effects on coral vitality (Ladd et al., 2018). Short-term factors include infrared 

radiation and degree heating weeks, while season factors include chlorophyll, photosynthetically 

available radiation, and total suspended matter. The frequency of additional parameters will be 

collected based on its temporal effect on coral vitality (Table 1).  

 
TABLE 1 Reef restoration parameters    

 Data Source   Parameters    Temporal Frequency   

 NOAA Coastwatch    Water Temperature   

 Degree Heating Weeks    

 Chlorophyll   

 PAR   

 Bathymetry   

 Weekly    

 Weekly   

 Monthly   

 Monthly   

 Single Time Period   

 GIOVANNI    Infrared radiation   

 Total suspended matter   

 PAR   

 Particulate organic   

 Weekly   

 Monthly   

 Monthly   

Monthly    

    

  

Typically, observations would not match exactly by either location or time. To circumvent this 

sparsity, the team determined a coral restoration and decay timeline dependent on the documented 

timeframe from the ground truth data with additional constraints from CALIPSO data. CALIPSO 

data became available in June 2006 which sets a lower bound on our timeline for the ground truth 

data. Since June 2006, there have been over 180 coral restoration projects documented with known 

temporal scales, most lasting 12 - 24 months. Reefbase has over 400 bleaching events reported, 

but only 7 events with known bleaching periods. Since bleaching may be noticeable on coral reefs 

anytime between 1-3 weeks after first observation, we collected data several months prior to the 

date of report to establish a timeline of decay. NOAA is another source of bleaching reports for 

coral reefs in Florida. This data contains reports for a six-month period from 2015 to 2020. 

Although these data provide labels for training our model and performance inferences, they are 

incomplete as there are missing data and key attributes that need to be collected from other sources 

that may improve our classification performance.    

  

By creating these rulesets and determining coral vitality close to the same time period of each 

CALIPSO observation, we created a dataset that was used to determine coral vitality at predicted 

coral locations over different time periods. By first building our coral ground truth and then 

matching it to coral vitality data, the team built a database that could be used to create models that 
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implement only CALIPSO data for predictions but are augmented by other data to inform the user 

of the coral health at that location and time.  

  

Predicting Coral Locations  

The GOTECH team applied several different models to binary classify the geographic locations as 

“Coral” or “Other”. Per NASA instruction, each model could only implement CALIPSO 

reflectance data for Spectral Analysis, and the team relied heavily on prior research to utilize the 

optimal spectral band and altitudes for coral reef identification. Overall, the team applied Random 

Forest, Logistic Regression, Feed Forward Neural Networks, and One-Dimensional Convolutional 

Neural Network (1D CNN) frameworks to get binary prediction labels.   

  

Another alternative for coral health identification was to apply image segmentation to the IR 

dataset. Image segmentation is a subset of deep learning where photos are split into polygons of 

similar classes. An example would be identifying all the faces in a crowd of people or marking the 

individual cells of an image taken under a microscope. The backbone of the method was the U-net 

CNN generated by b et al. (2015). As the name implies, this CNN employs a U-shaped design 

where resolution is decreased to a selected parameter value and then built back up to the original 

resolution. The output is an image with the same resolution as the original but with the polygons 

of unique classes identified. Figure 2 below taken from Ronneberger et al. (2015) displays this 

structure.   

  

   
Figure 2: Visual Depiction of the U-net CNN (Ronneberger et al., 2015) on the left. Example 

Image Segmentation Classification (Ronneberger et al ,2015) on the right   

  

Interpreting Global Trends  

Once the best performing model was identified, the GOTECH team created a visualization to allow 

for ease of interpretation. The visualization is an interactive, time-series chart that shows every 

CALIPSO value in the Florida use-case collected from 2006 to now and the associated label the 

model assigned to that location. With this visualization, the NASA team can now focus on areas 

of interest and quickly sift through informative imagery to identify trends.  

  

 

Results  
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The team was able to generate a comprehensive fused dataset of eight well-known coral 

repositories. The fused dataset contains 337 variables for over 43k locations which includes 

CALIPSO reflectance measurements and coral vitality data that are within 5km of confirmed class 

labels. This dataset was utilized to train several different models on the features including a Feed 

Forward Neural Network, 1D CNN, Logistic Regression, and Random Forest.   

  

Per the NASA prompt, the models must rely only on CALIPSO reflectance features, but 

the team was able to explore different distance thresholds for the proximity of features to the 

ground truth labels. In addition to the distance thresholds, the team also performed feature 

selection and identified 23 (of the 300 total) CALIPSO features that appeared to have the best 

chance of improving model performance. Image 2 shows a plot of the first 100 CALIPSO 

features with circles on locations that appear to have a strong statistical separation between 

classes. Using this methodology, the team selected CALIPSO features 0-10, 205-210 and 

220225.   

 
Image 2: No Statistical Difference in Reflectance Values for Each Class  

  

 The results for each model and distance threshold can be found in Appendix A, but the best 

performing model was the 1D CNN with all 300 CALIPSO features, distance threshold of 1000m, 

and an accuracy of 75.84%. The parameters for this model include: dropout rate of 0.3, adam 

optimizer, loss function of binary cross entropy, batch size of 16, 100 epochs, a validation set of 

20%, and kernel size of 5. Lastly, the smaller CALIPSO feature set actually decreased model 

performance by an average of 6.3% across all 4 models.  

  

Contrary to the prompt, the team next performed analysis to determine if there were any features 

in the Giovanni dataset that could improve model performance. To accomplish this goal, the team 

selected the variables Photosynthetically Available Radiation (PAR), Chlorophyll a, Inorganic 

Particulate, and Organic Particulate to augment the models. Using similar CALIPSO feature and 
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distance threshold measurements, the team repeated the modeling. This time, the Feed Forward 

Neural Network with all 300 CALIPSO features, additional Giovanni parameters, and a distance 

threshold of 1000m performed best with an accuracy of 77.67%. Once again, the results for all 

these models are in Appendix A.  

  

At this point, the team was unable to train a model that is more accurate than the 77.67% 

represented by Feed Forward Neural Network. However, the team was able to successfully predict 

coral health from the coral vitality data. Specifically, data from the NOAA CoastWatch Report 

provided comprehensive information on coral stressors which the team used to report on coral 

status. Implementing a time-series animation, the results were visualized in a way that allows a 

user to explore trends in the data.  

  

Lastly, the team was unable to implement the U-net model due to limitations in the dataset. The 

CALIPSO data is more sparse than originally expected and does not provide the necessary fidelity 

to create the imagery used as a label in this model framework. Image 1 below displays how the 

CALIPSO data is bound by the unique ground track of the satellite in orbit, and for a given orbit 

there are not enough measurements to apply the model. By looking at the image, it is clear to see 

the linear ground track and also observe the large amount of missing data. At higher resolutions, 

the problem appears worse.  

  

  
Image 1: Heat Map Depiction of Sparse CALIPSO data  

  

Future Work  

For future work, the GOTECH team explored applying a more robust version of IR data for U-net 

modeling. Both the European Space Agency (ESA) Sentinel and NASA MODIS-Aqua satellites 

appear to provide more comprehensive reflectance data that could be combined with our ground 

truth polygons to train modeling. With imagery, convolutional neural networks (especially the U-

net) have proven to be accurate and successful. The baseline set by this team will hopefully set the 

groundwork for future work with this model and a different dataset.  
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Next, the team did not implement any type of data processing prior to extracting CALIPSO data. 

Reflectance data can be affected by sun angle, cloud cover, and even humidity. 

  

While the NASA team provides their own version of processing, the ESA provides a tool named 

“ACOLITE” that could be applied to future datasets to hopefully improve results. In a research 

paper by Xu et al. (2015), the authors discussed applying dark spectrum fitting (DSF) from the 

ACOLITE model by Vanhellemont & Ruddick (2014, 2015, 2016). They also utilized several 

ground control points (GCPs) from Google Earth to perform geometric corrections and 

georeferencing in the images. In addition, brightness in a near IR band could be utilized to deglint 

the visible wavelength bands based on the linear relationships between near IR and visible bands 

(Hedley et al., 2005). Finally, pixels containing boats, whitecaps (sea foam), clouds and their 

shadows, and land could be masked in the imagery (Gapper et al., 2019). In general, future work 

implementing these techniques may see an increase in model accuracy.  

  
Conclusion  

Overall, the GOTECH team was unable to train a model with accuracy greater than 75.84% 

following the NASA requirements of utilizing CALIPSO IR data alone. The team assembled a 

fused dataset with 337 variables and over 43k observations that can reliably report coral vitality 

data but fell short on applying that data to predicting coral locations. While several models were 

tested, the One-Dimensional Convolutional Neural Network utilizing data with a distance 

threshold of 1000m and parameters of a dropout rate of 0.3, adam optimizer, loss function of binary 

cross entropy, batch size of 16, 100 epochs, a validation set of 20%, and kernel size of 5 performed 

best at 75.84% accuracy. The team also visualized the results from the models’ predictions and 

provided information for coral location and vitality that can be used to understand trends over time 

in the data. While not a complete success, this study provided a good framework which will 

hopefully inform future success in subsequent research.  
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Appendix A  

  

   

Model  

Full Model 

Accuracy  

23 Features 

Accuracy  

Full +  

Giovanni  

23 Features + 

Giovanni  

 

Feed Forward 

Neural Network  

68.63  65.51  76.16  N/A  

1D CNN  75.31  66.78  N/A  N/A  

Logistic Regression  53.65  49.72  66.27  56.27  

Random Forest  60.75  58.55  69.17  66.68  

Table 2: Model Performance (in %) for 10m Distance Filter  

  

  

   

Model  

Full Model 

Accuracy  

23 Features 

Accuracy  

Full +  

Giovanni  

23 Features + 

Giovanni  

 

Feed Forward 

Neural Network  

72.85  66.40  74.82  N/A  

1D CNN  75.38  69.49  N/A  N/A  

Logistic Regression  51.11  51.11  64.61  53.60  

Random Forest  59.88  58.07  69.41  68.94  

Table 3: Model Performance (in %) for 50m Distance Filter  
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Model  

Full Model 

Accuracy  

23 Features 

Accuracy  

Full +  

Giovanni  

23 Features + 

Giovanni  

 

Feed Forward 

Neural Network  

73.14  68.65  77.67  N/A  

1D CNN  75.84  71.98  N/A  N/A  

Logistic Regression  48.68  48.68  63.96  63.96  

Random Forest  61.74  51.97  68.88  65.22  

Table 4: Model Performance (in %) for 50m Distance Filter  
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Appendix C – Published Project Deliverables 

As one of its obligations under the NIA contract, Georgia Tech has posted the student presentations 

and final reports on an open-source public-facing website.    

• https://sites.gatech.edu/gotech/teams/team-1/ 

• https://sites.gatech.edu/gotech/teams/team-2/ 

Appendix D – Consumed Public Datasets  

The following datasets were used by the student teams in the conduct of their research for the 

GOTECH project: 

• Allen Coral Atlas maps, bathymetry and map statistics: © 2018-2021 Allen Coral 

Atlas Partnership and Vulcan, Inc. and licensed CC BY 4.0 

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/) 

 

• CALIPSO data: Obtained from the NASA Langley Research Center Atmospheric 

Science Data Center from https://subset.larc.nasa.gov/calipso/. 

 

• Chlorophyll Concentration: 8-DAY AQUA/MODIS. (2018-2020). Retrieved Oct 25, 

2021, from https://neo.gsfc.nasa.gov/view.php?datasetId=MY1DMW_CHLORA 

 

• Florida Bleach Watch Report: Direct download from site at 

https://floridadep.gov/rcp/coral/content/bleachwatch 

 

• NASA Giovanni: Data Collection via API described at 

https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/ 

 

• NOAA CoastWatch Coral Bleaching Monitoring Products: Data Collection via API 

described at https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap/griddap/NOAA_DHW.html 

 

• Reefbase - A Global Information System for Coral Reefs: Direct download from site 

at http://www.reefbase.org/main.aspx 

 

• UN Environment Programme World Conservation Monitoring Centre: Direct 

download from website at https://www.unep-wcmc.org/resources-and-data 

 

 

 

 

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsites.gatech.edu%2Fgotech%2Fteams%2Fteam-1%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cdouglas.m.trent%40nasa.gov%7C8355e1b89a9f4c57d2dd08d9ea5b5fb6%7C7005d45845be48ae8140d43da96dd17b%7C0%7C0%7C637798500437338477%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=%2BB0rDMfc5wSS1HMEeardswDlW%2FR6re9iX1X%2FEsNnA50%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fsites.gatech.edu%2Fgotech%2Fteams%2Fteam-2%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cdouglas.m.trent%40nasa.gov%7C8355e1b89a9f4c57d2dd08d9ea5b5fb6%7C7005d45845be48ae8140d43da96dd17b%7C0%7C0%7C637798500437338477%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=TEvMqdjaXbuydLq9CUzTZ8vk9eqblmi8%2BEVPkBvd1aE%3D&reserved=0
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://subset.larc.nasa.gov/calipso/
https://neo.gsfc.nasa.gov/view.php?datasetId=MY1DMW_CHLORA
https://floridadep.gov/rcp/coral/content/bleachwatch
https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/
https://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap/griddap/NOAA_DHW.html
http://www.reefbase.org/main.aspx
https://www.unep-wcmc.org/resources-and-data
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